
The Modern Zoo Re-imagined
Congratulations! You have been hired as the engineer in charge of upgrading the world-
famous Community Zoo in your town! Your job is to redesign the animals' enclosures, making
sure that the animals are safe, healthy, and happy and that visitors can have a truly
interactive and educational experience. 

Read the Challenge Card for your animal.
Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Learn about the animal's classification,
body, size, diet, behavior, natural habitat, and any unique facts that would be important
for designing the exhibit enclosure. 
Brainstorm. Sketch out some ideas, discuss with your team, and prototype your design. 
Build your model.
Be prepared to share.

 supports the animals' health and happiness . 
animals should feel safe, so the space should reflect it's natural environment
design each exhibit so visitors can watch and safely interact with the animals
Be creative, innovative and think outside the box!
 Share your designs with 3DuxDesign for a chance to be showcased!

The zoo staff have some ideas about what each animal enclosure should include and will
share those details with you on each Animal Challenge Card. On the Resources Sheet, you will
also find links to videos about zoo designs around the world, references to start your
research on  each animal, creative art projects for each animal and several 3DuxDesign
videos on how to engineer some of the specific structures required in each enclosure. 

Here are the steps you will need to follow for each animal.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Be sure your design...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The animals are excited to see their new homes! 



Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take
notes for reference. 
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult 
 animal next to an average adult human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include  
everything the animal needs for survival, the
machine requested by zoo staff, and key elements
of the  animal's natural habitat based on your
research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

Birds eye view (from above)
Eye level view (from the ground, like you are
standing in front on the penguins)
Earthworm view (from below, like you are a
worm lying on the ground looking up at the
penguins)

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Fun activity: After finishing your design, take some
photos from different perspectives. For example: 

The Modern Zoo Re-imagined

DESIGN CHALLENGE: The Emperor Penguin 

The Emperor Penguin

For this exhibit, the zoo staff would like visitors to interact with the penguins. They want
you to design a "Fish Frenzy Game" where guests can feed the penguins by catapulting
fish into the tank. In this challenge, you will need to include a lever... be creative! 

The Emperor Penguin is from Antartica.
The Emperor Penguin is only 4 feet tall! (that's the
same as most 6 year old children)!
 Penguins love to eat fish.

1.
2.

3.

FUN FACTS: (quick reference for your design) 
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DESIGN CHALLENGE: The Bengal Tiger 

The Bengal Tiger

The zoo is going to upgrade the tiger exhibit! It is your job to design a new enclosure for the
Bengal Tigers which includes a space to relax. Because they love to be above ground level,
design and build a tree with an inclined plane for access to a high platform for napping.

The Bengal Tiger is from Bangladesh (in Asia).
Tigers are the only wild cats that like to play in water.
Tigers are carnivores (they eat meat).
Tigers like to be up high so they can see all of their
surroundings. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take
notes for reference. 
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult 
 animal next to an average adult human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include  
everything the animal needs for survival, the
machine requested by zoo staff, and key elements
of the  animal's natural habitat based on your
research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Fun activity: The rate at which an object slides down a
ramp depends on the steepness (slope) of the incline.
You can test this with materials from your 3DuxDesign
kit. Change the slope of your incline and see what
happens when your character slides down the ramp.
How does the slope effect the speed?  You can also try
different incline surface materials and test out the
effects on sliding speed. 

FUN FACTS: (quick reference for your design) 



Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take
notes for reference. 
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult
animal next to an average adult human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include
everything the animal needs for survival, the machine
requested by zoo staff, and key elements of the animal's
natural habitat based on your research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Fun activity: Draw a picture or list all of the different
shapes of cardboard and the different angles of connectors
you used in your project.
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DESIGN CHALLENGE: The Elephant 

The Elephant 

What's a zoo without elephants? You have been tasked with the job of designing and
building the new elephant enclosure. Elephants are really smart and like to be challenged.
In this design, the staff want you to create a food pail/pulley system that will make the
elephants have to work for their food.  

Elephants are from the forests of Africa and Asia.
Elephants love to play in water!
When it's time to eat, zoo staff provide these huge 
 herbivores with a chance to "forage" for their food by
hanging their food up high in buckets hung from a tree.
This stimulates the elephants both mentally and physically
Elephants are often put to work moving heavy logs for
building because of their intelligence and strength. 
 Sometimes training facilities are unethical and can be
cruel to these beautiful animals.   

1.
2.
3.

4.

FUN FACTS: (quick reference for your design) 



Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take
notes for reference. 
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult
animal next to an average adult human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include
everything the animal needs for survival, the complex
machine requested by zoo staff, and key elements of
the animal's natural habitat based on your research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

SUPER CHALLENGE: Try to make this machine for two
pandas where one panda can make the other panda move
(for example... a sea-saw or a catapult)! 
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SUPER DESIGN CHALLENGE: The Giant Panda 

The Giant Panda 

The staff at the zoo would like the pandas to get a lot of exercise (they can be a little lazy
sometimes). Your job is to design an obstacle course or playground for the pandas to have
fun and get exercise. In this design, use at least two simple machines. 

The Giant Panda is from China.
Giant Pandas are the only bear that
does not hibernate (they do not sleep
through the winter).
Pandas are herbivores. They eat lots of
bamboo and can eat up to 85 pounds
per day.
Pandas love to climb and play! 

1.
2.

3.

4.

FUN FACTS: (quick reference for your design) 



Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take notes.
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult animal next to
an average adult human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include everything the
animal needs for survival, the complex machine requested by zoo
staff, and key elements of the animal's natural habitat based on
your research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Fun activity: You can make huge linkages by connecting multiple
levers. See if you can redesign your polar bear enclosure to include 2
linkages. 

You have been asked to design a new "bear den" structure for the zoo's polar bear exhibit.
Bears love to swim and play with toys. You have discovered that polar bears' favorite toy is a
ball. However, the balls tend to roll under the den and  get stuck. Your challenge is to design
a jointed lever that the bears can use to retreive their lost toys. 

Polar bears live in the Arctic. 
They love to swim and stand on floating ice.
Polar bears are carnivores (eat meat, mostly seals). 
Climate change has been making it harder for the bears to find
food, thus making it hard for 

1.
2.
3.
4.

       them to survive.  
    5. These mammals are only 
    about 8 feet tall but can weigh 
    up to 1,600 pounds!
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DESIGN CHALLENGE: The Polar Bear 

The Polar Bear 

FUN FACTS: (quick reference for your design) 



If you have the 3DuxDesign Go-Pack Maker Kit, inside, you will find a small animal
figurine. Your job is to research this animal and then design a zoo enclosure that

will keep the animal happy and healthy based on what you learned. Be sure to
include a special feature in this exhibit that will allow visitors to interact safely with

the animal. It should include a wheel and axle. If you do not have the
3DuxDesign Go-Pack, pick any animal you choose! 
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BONUS CHALLENGE: The Mystery Mammal (or Marsupial)

Mystery Mammal Bonus Challenge 

Research your animal and it's natural habitat. Take notes for reference. 
Learn about scale by drawing a sketch of an adult animal next to an average adult
human.
Draft out your enclosure design. Be sure to include everything the animal needs for
survival, the complex machine requested by zoo staff, and key elements of the
animal's natural habitat based on your research.
Build your project using 3DuxDesign materials.
Be prepared to present and describe your model.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

SUPER CHALLENGE: Make a 1- minute video or create a flyer introducing the new
animal at the zoo to draw more visitors. Be sure your advertisement will grab people's
attention and that it includes important information visitors should know (like zoo hours,
price, location, and any special discounts for groups).  


